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INTRODUCTION

Socio-legal scholarship examining issues of access to justice is currently experiencing a renaissance.1 Renewed inquiry into this field is urgently needed.2 Studies confirm that only 20 percent of the legal needs of low-income communities are met and that the vast majority of unrepresented litigants are low income,3 creating what some call a “justice gap” that has

---

3. See LEGAL SERVS. CORP., DOCUMENTING THE JUSTICE GAP IN AMERICA: THE CURRENT UNMET CIVIL LEGAL NEEDS OF LOW-INCOME AMERICANS 16, 27 (2009), available
become even more urgent in recent years. State tribunals that deal with high-stakes issues particularly relevant to low-income residents, such as family courts and housing courts, are seeing an increasing number of litigants, the majority of whom are unrepresented.

Although the population of low-income Americans most affected by the civil justice gap is disproportionately minority, race and racial inequality are understudied areas of inquiry in the access to justice literature. In a review of the few existing empirical studies concerning civil justice and racial inequality that have been completed, Professor Rebecca Sandefur reported that they suggest “some race differences in experiences with justiciable problems and disputes.” One such study, for example, found a race-based disparity in civil justice outcomes before a Hawaiian public housing board. In this study, examining evictions for nonpayment of rent, Richard Lempert and Karl Monsma concluded that non-Samoans had better outcomes in housing court than Samoans. Because their data indicated weak evidence of disparities in case outcomes between Samoans and non-Samoans in nonfinancial cases, but strong evidence in financial cases, the researchers rejected the idea that non-Samoans did better in court primarily because of explicit racial prejudice toward Samoans. Instead, they attributed the observed race-based disparity to what they called “cultural discrimination.” This cultural discrimination resulted from housing board members rejecting the reasons offered by Samoans for nonpayment of rent, reasons which were persuasive in the context of Samoan culture but not Western culture. Lempert and Monsma argue that the effect of the cultural discrimination was the same as if the board had acted out of ethnic discrimination and thus complicates understandings of how racial or ethnic discrimination operates. However, the article is one of few in the scholarly literature that sought to make sense of the complex nature of how race and racial inequality play out in the legal system.

This Article contributes to the access to justice scholarship by examining how legal actors and low-income litigants negotiate race and racial inequality in family court. Specifically, we examine cases where the state is pursuing child support from low- and no-income noncustodial fathers, at http://www.lsc.gov/sites/default/files/LSC/pdfs/documenting_the_justice_gap_in_america_2009.pdf.

4. See Rhode, supra note 2, at 531–32.
5. See LEGAL SERVS. CORP., supra note 3, at 1–19.
7. Id. at 350.
9. Id. at 906.
10. Id. at 900.
11. Id. at 906.
12. Id. at 907–08.
13. Id. at 901.
14. Id.
many of whom lack the financial resources to pay the support they owe and are unrepresented in the proceedings. We are conducting an empirical study of access to justice in child support actions in two states, which we refer to as State A and State B, though the data for this Article is drawn only from State A’s three field sites. Each research site comprises a busy child support docket in an area where communities of color are overwhelmingly poor. Many of the parents owing child support in these cases are indigent noncustodial fathers. They are predominantly Black15 and typically lack counsel.

The findings in this Article are drawn from a larger qualitative study that investigates how attorney representation and other more limited forms of legal assistance affect civil court proceedings for low-income litigants. The study examines child support enforcement hearings in States A and B—two states that offer different and distinct legal assistance models—to understand how the civil right to counsel and more limited forms of legal assistance impact civil contempt proceedings for low-income litigants. In light of the growing “justice gap,” the questions of whether and how to provide assistance to individuals who cannot afford civil counsel is a pressing nationwide issue. Though we did not initially set out to explicitly examine questions of race within the context of studying access to civil justice, the importance of race and racial inequality to our research questions became apparent early in our data collection efforts.16 Applying social science methodology to enhance our understanding of the race dynamics that shape child support enforcement proceedings situates this Article in the exciting new scholarly field of critical race empiricism.17

In this Article, we conclude that the adjudication of child support cases shows a judicial colorblindness that ignores contemporary realities concerning racial inequality in the labor market. Judicial myopia to racial context “presume[s] a level present-day social and economic playing field.”18 The colorblind ideology is favored by those who think that race is

15. Following the tradition in critical race theory whose founders have noted that “Blacks, like Asians, Latinos, and other ‘minorities,’ constitute a specific cultural group and, as such, require denotation as a proper noun,” we capitalize “Black” as a racial descriptor in the United States. See Kimberlé Williams Crenshaw, Race, Reform, and Retrenchment: Transformation and Legitimation in Antidiscrimination Law, 101 HARV. L. REV. 1331, 1332 n.2 (1988).

16. This project is supported by research funding from the National Science Foundation. Anonymous reviewers of our grant proposal critiqued our failure to include race as an element of our data analysis and encouraged us to consider doing so.


meaningless and “race should not matter.” A race-neutral approach, however well intentioned, can cause real harm to racially subordinated groups. In child support enforcement cases brought against poor Black men, viewing race in this way serves to legitimize proceedings that emphasize perceived deficiencies in personal behavior and self-rehabilitation and obscures a profoundly racially stratified labor market. Discourse among legal actors and the responsibilization strategies employed in court frame poor Black fathers as economic failures, impose behavioral compliance with mandated demonstrations of “effort,” and reproduce systems of subordination.

Part I of this Article describes the study’s design. It begins with a brief overview of the larger study, explaining its purpose, research questions, and research settings. It then focuses on the methodology and data sources pertaining to State A from which this Article is drawn.

Part II addresses the experiences of low-income fathers in the child support system. It examines the economic status of “unable nonpayers,” noncustodial parents who are not able to obtain and maintain the secure employment needed to stay current with their child support obligations. This part also analyzes the available data on child support payments and debt accrual for this subset of noncustodial parents. It chronicles the enforcement measures used by child support agencies to collect support and explains why low-income fathers often face civil contempt proceedings, and potential imprisonment, when they fall behind in their payments.

Part III reports our study findings concerning how parties and legal actors navigate race and racial inequality in child support enforcement proceedings, where low-income noncustodial fathers of color are present in large numbers. Drawing from the empirical data generated by this study, this part demonstrates how race is and is not present in State A’s court hearings. It also critiques the colorblind approach to legal decision making, highlighting how assumptions about job availability for low-income fathers are premised on a White, middle-class norm and fail to account for the realities of race-based employment discrimination that impact poor Black fathers’ ability to find work. The fallacy of this approach is illustrated through a focused analysis of an order to show cause hearing in the Mitchell v. Robinson case.

I. STUDY DESIGN

A. Purpose and Overview of the Study

This Article draws on data from a qualitative study designed to examine the role and impact of counsel in child support enforcement proceedings.

20. Id. at 87; see also Destiny Peery, The Colorblind Ideal in a Race-Conscious Reality: The Case for a New Legal Ideal for Race Relations, 6 NW. J.L. & SOC. POL’Y 473, 490 (2011).
21. All participant and location names are pseudonyms.
We asked the following research question: Under what circumstances, and in what ways, does legal representation matter in child support proceedings?

The larger research study includes data collection in two states, State A and State B. State A is one of several states that provides appointed counsel to low-income child support obligors facing incarceration through civil contempt. State B does not provide counsel but has implemented other legal assistance measures to facilitate self-representation by obligors. Within each state, we concentrated our data collection in three counties. These counties were chosen because their family courts vary in size and urbanicity while serving communities with different levels of racial, ethnic, and economic diversity. Within each county, data collection includes ethnographic observations of child support enforcement hearings, group and individual interviews with both legal professionals and noncustodial parents who owe support, and a review of court records.

B. Methodology and Data Sources

This Article focuses on data collected only in State A and this section will describe only the methodology and data sources for that state. In State A, data collection has taken place in three counties: Counties A, B, and C. Data collection in County A furnished information about the provision of full representation in a large, urban court that operates in a racially and ethnically diverse and economically depressed city. Collecting data in County B allowed us to gather similar information in a suburban court that operates in a less ethnically diverse and fairly economically advantaged environment, though one that also has large racial disparities. By contrast, data from County C provided information about how full representation works in a smaller urban court that operates in a less ethnically diverse and relatively more economically advantaged city than County A.

Data collection in all three counties has included exploratory fieldwork, observations of child support enforcement hearings, and group and individual interviews with legal professionals who handle child support cases. The exploratory fieldwork and observations helped us understand the formal and informal policies and practices of each county, as well as laid the groundwork for future stages of the study. Courtroom observations of child support enforcement hearings enabled us to see what these proceedings actually looked like in practice. Finally, we conducted semi-structured group and individual interviews with legal actors involved in child support enforcement proceedings (family court commissioners, judges, child support attorneys, and defense attorneys) to provide us with inside knowledge on the child support enforcement process. During interviews, we asked participants to share their perspectives on topics such as the “typical” child support enforcement case, the goals of the process, characteristics of the obligors, and how unrepresented obligors negotiate legal processes.

Additionally, we conducted a focused ethnography in County A. Focused ethnography examines specific and well-defined interactions, acts,
or social situations and is characterized by relatively short-term field visits and intensive data collection to observe specific structured events or activities, such as courtroom proceedings.\textsuperscript{22} It is an approach that has been used to study specific contexts in a world that is increasingly socially and culturally differentiated.\textsuperscript{23} In contrast to “conventional” ethnography, focused ethnography emphasizes targeted, intensive data collection in highly specific social settings.\textsuperscript{24} Because our interest was in a specific type of court proceeding, this approach was well suited to explore our research question. Furthermore, focused ethnography generates research questions from existing theory and experiential knowledge. As such, it requires familiarity with the social setting of interest;\textsuperscript{25} we had gained such familiarity in County A during the first stage of our research.

Our focused ethnography has included multiple site visits during which the researchers conduct the observations as a team. We are conducting a multifaceted investigation of a single social phenomenon utilizing the collection and analysis of several data sources. The ability to increase the “trustworthiness” of this study is enhanced by the use of two researchers simultaneously conducting observations.\textsuperscript{26} Conducting research on the same phenomenon, at the same time, during the same historical period, allows for the research team to use their many sources of information to cross-check observations during the period of analysis. Furthermore, the differing social positions and identities of the six members of the research team shape their experiences of observation, including what they see, how they interpret the observations, and how they are treated by others in the courtroom. As such, the presence of multiple observers provides a broader portrait of how the courtroom operates.

Data collection has spanned thirty-four months (including exploratory fieldwork), during which we conducted about sixty-four hours of


\textsuperscript{23} See id.

\textsuperscript{24} See id.; see also Gina M.A. Higginbottom, Jennifer J. Pillay & Nana Y. Boadu, \textit{Guidance on Performing Focused Ethnographies with an Emphasis on Healthcare Research}, 18 QUALITATIVE REP. 1 (2013). In her study of the Chicago-Cook County criminal courts, Professor Nicole Gonzalez Van Cleve utilized a multi-method approach toward data collection. \textit{See Nicole Gonzalez Van Cleve, Code of the Courts: Racialized Justice in a Colorblind Era} (forthcoming). She initially conducted a traditional ethnography. Her nine months as an “insider” at the field site included law clerk positions with the state’s attorney’s office and the public defender’s office, which provided access to settings throughout the courthouse, including offices, courtrooms, lock-ups, and judges’ chambers. \textit{Id.} Participant observations were later supplemented with a large scale, qualitative “court watching” data collection effort, whose features resemble those of a focused ethnography. \textit{Id.} Specifically, Van Cleve relied on 130 research assistants to conduct 1000 hours of observations in the twenty-five courtrooms at the courthouse. \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{25} See generally Frederick Erickson, \textit{Some Approaches to Inquiry in School-Community Ethnography}, 8 ANTHROPOLOGY & EDUC. Q. 58 (1977).

\textsuperscript{26} See generally \textit{Doing Naturalistic Inquiry: A Guide to Methods} (David A. Erlandson et al. eds., 1993); \textit{Jerome Kirk & Mark L. Miller, Reliability and Validity in Qualitative Research} (1986).
observations in State A’s county courthouses, including fifty-six hours of
observation as part of our focused ethnography in County A. While we do
not have self-identified demographic data on parties in these cases, our data
from researcher observations indicates that child support obligors were
predominately men of color. In the sixty-nine child support enforcement
cases we observed where parties were present in court and researchers made
note of their perceived race, we noted that 65 percent of obligors appeared
to be Black, 20 percent appeared to be White, 12 percent appeared to be
Latino, and 1 percent appeared to be Asian. In these same cases, the
obligor appeared to be male 97 percent of the time and female 3 percent of
the time.

We have conducted twenty-eight total interviews, including eight group
interviews and twenty individual interviews. Interview participants have
included ten judges, eighteen family court commissioners, nineteen child
support attorneys, thirteen defense attorneys, and three other individuals
with professional experience in child support enforcement proceedings.
The majority (78 percent) of these participants have been White, 56 percent
have been male, and 44 percent have been female.

To supplement the focused ethnography in County A, we are also
obtaining and reviewing publicly available case file data and, where
available, court hearing transcripts that correspond to the cases we are
observing. The archival records provide information about the cases’
litigation processes, putting the hearings in a historical context that
enhances our understanding of the observations. Hearing transcripts offer a
verbatim account of court proceedings that have been observed.

II. LOW-INCOME FATHERS, CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT,
AND CIVIL CONTEMPT PROCEEDINGS

As a threshold matter, this Article begins with a basic overview of the
experience of low-income fathers and their families in the child support
enforcement system. Because this subject is covered extensively in the
prior work of one of the authors, this section offers a more succinct and
updated explication.

Although child support is meant to secure financial support for children
residing in single-parent households, many fathers who are under a legal
obligation to pay support are poor and have difficulty finding and
maintaining jobs that would enable them to reliably pay support. They are

27. In total, over 100 cases have been observed. However, for various reasons, we do
not have notes on the researchers’ perceptions of the obligor’s race in all cases. In some
cases, the obligor did not appear in court or appeared by phone. Additionally, in our earliest
observations, we did not consistently record the obligor’s perceived race.

28. This study is part of a larger research project that has future trajectories that explore
different questions.

29. See, e.g., Tonya L. Brito, Fathers Behind Bars: Rethinking Child Support Policy
Toward Low-Income Noncustodial Fathers and Their Families, 15 J. GENDER RACE & JUST.
617 (2012).

30. In this Article, “we” refers to the three coauthors and “I” refers to the primary
author, Tonya L. Brito.
referred to in the scholarly and policy literature as “unable payers” to distinguish them from the vilified “deadbeat dads”\(^\text{31}\) who willfully fail to support their children. Noncustodial fathers who are poor struggle to meet their child support obligations, and about 88 percent of them do not pay any child support at all.\(^\text{32}\) According to one study, their incomes average just $5,627 annually, which is below the $6,800 poverty level for a single adult.\(^\text{33}\)

Furthermore, these noncustodial fathers face multiple challenges in the job market. Studies have found that 75 percent do not work full-time, 60 percent are racial and ethnic minorities, 29 percent are incarcerated, 43 percent have not completed high school, 39 percent have health problems, and 32 percent have been unemployed for at least three years.\(^\text{34}\) It is thus unsurprising that these men struggle to find and maintain employment that enables them to pay their child support orders.

It is also unsurprising that child support enforcement offices do not collect payments from these noncustodial fathers.\(^\text{35}\) Additionally, the poorest children generally do not receive the full amount of child support they are owed.\(^\text{36}\) Among custodial parents with formal child support orders in place, only about 35 percent of parents who were never married, 42 percent who were Black, and 39.6 percent who were living in poverty, received the full amount of child support that courts awarded.\(^\text{37}\)

Fathers who are unable to pay support often accumulate significant child support debt. No- and low-income parents are responsible for the greatest portion of unpaid child support, according to the Office of Child Support Enforcement (OCSE).\(^\text{38}\) A 2008 OCSE memorandum reported that, of the more than $70 billion in child support debt nationally, noncustodial parents who have no quarterly earnings or earn less than $10,000 annually owed 70 percent of all arrears owed.\(^\text{39}\) A significant portion of child support arrears is owed not to the custodial parent, but to the government as reimbursement for welfare expenditures.\(^\text{40}\) Furthermore, the poorest obligors have the

\(^{31}\) See Brito, \textit{supra} note 29, at 619.
\(^{32}\) \textit{Id.} at 646.
\(^{33}\) \textit{Id.}
\(^{34}\) \textit{Id.} at 646–47.
\(^{35}\) \textit{Id.}
\(^{36}\) \textit{Id.} at 647.
\(^{37}\) \textit{Id.}


\(^{39}\) \textit{See Brito, supra} note 29, at 649.

\(^{40}\) \textit{Office of Child Support Enforcement, U.S. Dept’ of Health & Human Servs., Major Change in Who is Owed Child Support Arrears 1–2 (2014), available at} \url{https://www.acf.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/programs/css/changes_in_who_is_owed_arrears.pdf}. With the decline in the number of TANF welfare cases, there has been a corresponding decline in the percentage of child support arrears that is owed to the government. The Office of Child Support Enforcement reports that 51 percent of arrears was owed to the government in 2002 and 26 percent was owed in 2013. \textit{Id.} at 1.
greatest amount of debt; 63 percent of child support debtors earn $10,000 or less.\footnote{41}

In order to collect these debts, the child support system has developed a number of enforcement methods.\footnote{42} Most common is the withholding of income from employer payroll accounts, but child support obligors can also be subject to other measures, such as having tax refunds intercepted, drivers’ or other licenses revoked, or bank account balances seized.\footnote{43} Significantly, many of these collection measures are automated, which means that employed parents who owe child support are essentially unable to avoid paying their orders.\footnote{44} However, even these automated mechanisms are not successful at collecting money from obligors who are very poor.\footnote{45} For a noncustodial parent without a job or assets, measures like wage assignments, tax intercepts, or property liens are completely ineffective.\footnote{46}

Without the usual tools at its disposal, the child support enforcement system must rely on other tactics to address the debts owed by very poor obligors.\footnote{47} Civil incarceration pursuant to an order of contempt is commonly used as a remedy to enforce child support orders against indigent noncustodial parents,\footnote{48} many of whom lack attorney representation. Contempt is commonly understood as conduct that intentionally disobeys a court order.\footnote{49} In situations of nonpayment of child support, civil and criminal contempt are both available as enforcement measures. Civil contempt is a remedial sanction intended to compel compliance with a court order.\footnote{50}

The legal process for pursuing civil contempt in State A involves two stages. Civil contempt proceedings in child support cases are initially brought before a family court commissioner. Child support attorneys file an order to show cause why the obligor should not be held in civil contempt for failure to comply with the child support order. Following a hearing (or

\begin{itemize}
\item \footnote{41} See Brito, \textit{supra} note 29, at 649.
\item \footnote{42} Id. at 650.
\item \footnote{43} Id.
\item \footnote{44} Id.
\item \footnote{45} Id.
\item \footnote{46} Id.
\item \footnote{47} Id. at 650–51.
\item \footnote{49} See id. at 104–05 (explaining that contempt involves a showing that an “individual disobeyed a court order” and that “his noncompliance was willful”).
\item \footnote{50} See Brito, \textit{supra} note 29, at 656. Civil contempt is distinguishable from criminal contempt in several respects. While civil contempt is intended to coerce compliance, criminal contempt is a punitive sanction and intended to uphold the court’s authority by punishing a party for defying a court order. See Patterson, \textit{supra} note 48, at 101–03. Also, while both civil and criminal contempt can result in incarceration, another key difference between the two is that a civilly jailed individual can secure his or her release at any time by complying with the court order. Id. at 103. In addition, attorney representation is not uniformly available in both civil and criminal contempt actions; defendants in civil contempt cases do not enjoy a constitutional right to counsel or a variety of other protections guaranteed by the Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments. See id. While some states (including State A) afford publicly funded attorneys to indigent child support debtors facing incarceration through civil contempt proceedings, many do not.
multiple hearings), the family court commissioner determines whether grounds exist to find the obligor in contempt. Family court commissioners, however, lack authority to enter a finding of contempt. Instead, they must certify the matter to a circuit court judge with a recommendation that the judge find the obligor in contempt. Following a hearing (or multiple hearings) before a circuit court judge, the judge will determine whether a contempt finding is warranted. Child support enforcement proceedings are often cyclical; obligors experience multiple enforcement hearings for the same child support debt.

Civil contempt requires a finding that the underlying court order was willfully violated. In a case involving child support, a finding of civil contempt generally requires that an obligor was under an order of support, was able to comply with the order, and failed to do so. If the obligor is unable to comply with the order, civil contempt is not an appropriate response. Thus, ability to pay the underlying child support order is an essential finding in a child support contempt action.

Incarceration for civil contempt is conditional, and thus any sentence must include purge conditions (which are the steps to be taken in order to get rid of the contempt finding) under which the contemnor would be released upon compliance. Typically, the remedial sanction is stayed (or delayed) in order to provide the delinquent parent with an opportunity to meet the purge conditions. Civil incarceration can occur if the purge conditions are not met, and the remedial sanction ordered by the court is commitment to the county jail. In this case, the stay on the remedial sanction may be lifted and a bench warrant issued for the commitment of the noncompliant parent. In State A, additional administrative steps are required prior to incarceration, including notification of the noncompliant parent in order to provide him or her with the opportunity to appear before the court prior to the establishment of a commitment order.

III. NAVIGATING RACE AND RACIAL INEQUALITY IN CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT

A. Colorblind Decision Making in Child Support Enforcement

Race is highly visible yet notably absent in child support enforcement actions. During our observations of court hearings, the fathers brought before the court for nonpayment were overwhelmingly men of color, predominately Black fathers. The judges, family court commissioners, and lawyers were, by contrast, nearly all White. Race was only rarely explicitly mentioned, whether in the court hearings we observed or in our interviews

51. As noted in Turner v. Rogers, under established U.S. Supreme Court principles, “[a] court may not impose punishment ‘in a civil contempt proceeding when it is clearly established that the alleged contemnor is unable to comply with the terms of the order.’” Turner, 131 S. Ct. 2507, 2516 (2011) (quoting Hicks v. Feiock, 485 U.S. 624, 638 n.9 (1988)). Because once the civil contempt is purged the contemnor is free to go, it is often said that the contemnor “carr[ies] ‘the keys of [his] prison in [his] own pockets.’” Hicks, 485 U.S. at 647 (quoting Shillitani v. United States, 384 U.S. 364, 368 (1966)).
with legal actors. Yet, though we initially did not directly ask study participants to talk about the relevance of race to the fathers’ ability to pay their past due child support orders, questions of race and racial inequality surfaced in the fathers’ narratives of their lived experience as workers and fathers.

During court proceedings, it was not uncommon for fathers to reveal that they had long spells of unemployment or underemployment. Fathers would list the specific employers they had applied to or with whom they had interviewed and explain to the court that they had yet to hear back. One father indicated that he had applied to more than thirty jobs in the last month; when asked by the judge what he thought would be a fair outcome, he replied, “I don’t know, anything I could do to try to get a job. But . . . me being incarcerated, I mean, that ain’t going to do no justice.”

Some fathers also pointed to barriers to obtaining jobs, including having a criminal record or liens. As one man told a family court commissioner, “Unfortunately because of the criminal background checks that you guys, well, the court, nothing I’ve committed, prevented me getting a professional job.” When they had employment, fathers often said that the work was temporary and that the income earned was not sufficient. As one man stated, “I am taking temporary employment now just to make ends meet and to try to pay something on my child supports.” Another father, explaining why he did not earn enough to pay his child support order, muttered, “I just didn’t.”

The trouble these men experience when seeking and maintaining work is not surprising in light of both the unemployment rate and documented discriminatory hiring practices in the largest city in County A. The unemployment rate for Black men in this city, at over 50 percent, is among the highest in the United States. The percentage of Black men who are employed has steadily declined over the past four decades, from well over 80 percent in 1970 to approximately 50 percent in 2010. This pattern of labor market disparities between Whites and Blacks, while particularly evident in County A, is one that exists nationwide.

Research conducted across the United States has found that Black applicants are treated less favorably than White applicants and less frequently called back or offered jobs. Also, Black employees are offered lower starting wages than White employees. Moreover, Blacks with criminal records are more heavily penalized in the job application process.

52. Transcript of Record at 12, Carter v. Rice (County A July 23, 2014).
than Whites with criminal records. In fact, Whites with criminal records are treated more favorably by employers than Blacks without criminal records. Consequently, it is very unlikely that a Black convicted felon has any appreciable prospects in the labor market, which is particularly salient given that Black men are incarcerated at much higher rates than White men.

Family court commissioners and judges often direct unemployed fathers to participate in the JOBS Program, rather than immediately certifying their cases for civil contempt. The JOBS Program is a state-funded program. Local nonprofit organizations receive government contracts to provide clients with assistance in gaining job skills, applying to jobs, securing employment, and ultimately, paying their child support order. Typically, the organizations providing job assistance services also make additional services available to their court-mandated clients, such as participation in their fatherhood programs.

The director of one organization that operates within the JOBS Program, Peirce Roegner, confirmed that the fathers that his program serves cycle through low-wage jobs on an intermittent basis and, in some situations, are completely shut out of the labor market. Roegner’s clients are predominately Black, and he described the multiple, intersecting practices that undermine their efforts to secure long-term, stable employment. Outright racial exclusion impedes job access for some Black fathers in the JOBS Program. Roegner related several examples of employers who refused to hire any of the clients he referred. Describing one case, he said, “We sent African American young men up there to apply for jobs when [the employers] were hiring, and they turned them all away. They didn’t fit the mold.” Instead, there the employer hired migrant farm workers, economically vulnerable workers to whom the employer paid low wages and offered no benefits. Speaking of another instance of race-based

59. Id. at 645.
61. For more information on these state programs, see Work-Oriented Child Support Programs, NAT’L CONF. STATE LEGISLATURES (June 20, 2014), http://www.ncsl.org/research/human-services/work-oriented-child-support-programs.aspx.
62. See id.
63. See id.
64. Interview by Daanika Gordon with Peirce Roegner, supra note 60; Interview by Daanika Gordon with Peirce Roegner, Director of JOBS Program, County A, State A (Jan. 6, 2015) (on file with author).
65. Interview by Daanika Gordon with Peirce Roegner, supra note 60.
employment discrimination at a new business development outside the city, Roegner explained:

[T]hey did not recruit people from the city to come out there and work. They imported people from overseas because of the color of their skin. Even though they couldn’t speak English, they were bringing in a workforce from other parts of the world who would fit into their community, racially, but, hey, they didn’t care about the fact that they didn’t talk English or what have you. They cared about [the fact that] they were White.66

Of the several examples of discriminatory hiring practices that were shared, perhaps the most troubling is employers who prefer to recruit low-wage workers from overseas rather than hire local Blacks.

Alternatively, some practices, though race-neutral on their face, nonetheless produce race disparities in employment. For example, according to Roegner, local government entities have steered companies and their “family-supporting jobs” away from the city to the suburbs through tax breaks.67  Residentially, County A is highly segregated, with Blacks primarily residing in the central city and Whites primarily residing in the outer suburbs. Employer relocation from the city to the suburbs contributes to the economic disenfranchisement of fathers in the JOBS Program (and others like them) simply because transportation is a significant barrier to employment for low-income Black city residents. Poor fathers often lack cars or a driver’s license, and adequate bus transportation between the city and suburbs is not available.

Temp agencies are the most reliable employers of JOBS Program clients. Unlike many other employers in County A, they are willing to hire low-skilled Black men from the central city; however, according to Roegner, the agencies repeatedly undermine the stable employment of the very workers they hire. Roegner explained that some temp agencies may work with men periodically, allowing them to work for a period of time before a temporary layoff and a rehire. This practice is economically advantageous for the agency, as the employer will pay the temp agency up to $20 an hour and the agency will pay the temp worker only $7 per hour. The temp agency will tell employees that the jobs are “temp to perm,” meaning that the temporary position will convert to a permanent, full-time position after ninety days of employment. But, to disrupt that switch from happening, the temp agency will lay workers off on the eighty-ninth day and then call them back to work a few days later, forcing workers to start all over from day one. Exploitative employment practices such as these undoubtedly contribute to the precarious financial situation in which these fathers live.

In their study examining the labor market experiences of women exiting welfare following the “welfare to work” reforms of the mid-1990s, sociologists Jane L. Collins and Victoria Mayer characterize temp work as

66. See id.
67. See id.
“enclaves of disempowered workers.” Their study corroborates Roegner’s JOBS Program clients’ experiences with temp agencies. Collins and Mayer note that “temp service agencies operate across the spectrum of skill and wage levels” placing minority workers in a variety of low-wage, insecure jobs. Like the Black fathers in the JOBS Program, some of the women in their study were negatively impacted by the “informal ‘ninety-day rule’ that characterizes many temporary positions, in which employers cut off contracts before workers become eligible for permanent positions.” Such practices contribute to discontinuities in employment, deprive workers of rights and protections, and exacerbate inequalities.

Despite the high levels of unemployment among minority men in State A and the documented incidence of race-based exclusion from the labor market, there was no mention during our focus groups that race-based employment discrimination is a factor relevant to obtaining work or that courts or lawyers ought to consider it when determining minority fathers’ ability to pay child support. We asked the judges, family court commissioners, and lawyers to identify the impediments that keep these fathers from finding jobs. In response, they pointed to other contributing factors and consistently recite a series of well-known and documented barriers to employment experienced by low-income men without acknowledging their links to race. They reported that the men lack adequate and marketable job skills, have limited education and/or lack a high school degree, possess limited work histories, and have been previously incarcerated.

However, they do not discuss how these are not race-neutral barriers, but rather are connected to systems that disadvantage Blacks. For example, Michelle Alexander has argued that the criminal justice system is designed in a way that ensures that men of color are incarcerated at much higher rates. As Judge Garnett in County A described, “Particularly with [the] climate that we have, it’s tough to get a job these days. And if you don’t have education, you’ve got a criminal record, it’s really tough.” Similarly, a family court commissioner noted, “The issues of nonpayors are so dense. There’s transportation issues and criminal histories and lack of education and difficulties with the economy and multiple obligations to multiple women.” Judge Rhinehart in County C described a case where the father did not have a high school diploma or driver’s license, had not
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worked since he was sixteen years old, and had a felony conviction; the judge said, “He’s sort of hit the trifecta of people [for whom] it’s going to be hard . . . to find employment.”\footnote{75} The lawyers and judges operating in child support court reveal a keen awareness of the challenges the fathers in their courts face when competing for jobs—with one glaring and significant exception. What they do not mention as a barrier to successful employment is the fathers’ racial identity or the pervasive and longstanding race discrimination in employment that they encounter in the labor market.

It was rare even for defense counsel to identify race as a factor that is relevant to success in the labor market and ability to pay child support. Defense Attorney Joseph Bourne, for example, talking about a Black client, said,

That was the guy [who had] one job interview in X number of years. And it’s like, you’re not helping yourself . . . . And it’s like, I can’t change the facts, you know. That’s basically what we’re going on. This is about the most fact-specific area of the law. You either did or you didn’t.\footnote{76}

From Bourne’s perspective, his client’s failure to obtain employment was related only to his individual effort and abilities, and not to his race.

Another defense attorney, Harold Hopkins, said, “It’s been a rough economy for the last seven years . . . I don’t need to tell you this, but for poor Black people and poor people of any race.”\footnote{77} While Hopkins initially indicated some recognition that Blacks struggled in the job market, he was also quick to add that their challenges were not unique and that individuals of all races faced barriers in a weak economy. In this way, the specific challenges of Black men in the labor market become invisible.

There are potential explanations for why legal actors operating in the child support field ignore salient issues of race when considering an impoverished Black father’s ability to pay child support. One explanation is that the ideology of post-racialism, which posits that the United States has moved beyond race, undermines any impulse to take race and racial inequality into account. Post-racialism “reflects a belief that due to the significant racial progress that has been made, the state need not engage in race-based decisionmaking or adopt race-based remedies.”\footnote{78} At best, this perspective is an aspirational—yet premature—ideal that resonates with many individuals and legal actors who believe (and often hope) that racial discrimination is rare.\footnote{79} A post-racial ideology is dangerous, however, because it masks the racism that continues to exist in society and “serves to
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In the child support enforcement context, latent racism is manifest in the taken-for-granted quality of judges’ and family court commissioners’ statements about known job openings and the presumed ease with which they assume that the poor, Black fathers who appear in their courts can secure those jobs.

Additionally, some may be deterred from making race-based claims of unfairness because they anticipate backlash. In a post-racial world, there is a “colorblind proscription on race-talk,” and empirical studies show that, rather than provoke empathy, sensitivity, or moral outrage, “emphasizing racial unfairness may increase White support for discriminatory policies.”

In an examination of how post-racial racism operates in the criminal justice system, Professor Ian Haney Lopez analyzed numerous studies that reach this counterintuitive finding. In one study, for example, White participants were more likely to favor the death penalty when they learned that it discriminates against Blacks. To avoid perverse outcomes such as this, individuals may avoid race-talk and instead employ “stealth strategies” to address racial unfairness.

In our study, we see evidence of this stealth strategy at work. Even the defense counsel that recognize the effect of race on their clients’ employment searches are careful not to attribute Black male joblessness to discrimination when advocating on behalf of their clients in court. Defense attorney Laura Hardaway, for example, shared in her interview that race-based labor market exclusion contributes to her clients’ challenges finding work. Yet, she assiduously avoids mentioning discrimination when representing her clients in contempt actions. Instead, she gets the idea across by showing, for example, that her client “applied for one hundred jobs. He’s only gotten two callbacks. You know, you don’t have to point out [that] it’s discrimination.” Through a more indirect presentation of evidence, she demonstrates to the court that discrimination is an inescapable conclusion.

Hardaway employs a strategy of challenging race-neutral expectations of job availability and earning capacity. This approach, though it indirectly and obliquely raises race as a relevant factor in her cases, is prudent and understandable. Other defense counsel related prior negative experiences when raising questions about race disparities in their cases. For example, defense attorney Mabel Edwards was handling a juvenile court matter
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involving a Black male minor defendant with a White male judge presiding. The student intern working with Edwards argued to the court that the juvenile should not be waived into adult court and noted the county’s race statistics regarding how many and which children got waived into adult court.89 According to Edwards, the judge’s response was angry and defensive:

I thought the judge was going to blow a gasket. I thought, I mean, just say it out loud in court and, I mean, it was appalling what the numbers were. But not him. I don’t do that. I, you know, I, the judge, I am not a racist, and don’t you call me a racist.90

Unsuccessful efforts such as these reveal the challenges attorneys face in navigating issues of race and racial inequality in the cases they handle. According to Edwards, talking about race in court leads to “defensiveness” and “finger pointing.” Although judges profess sensitivity to race issues— and she believes that they are sincere—“they don’t think it’s what they do. It’s what happens before them and after them.”91 Judges and other legal professionals, while perhaps aware that racial inequities exist, do not see child support enforcement hearings as a space where such disparities are of any relevance.

Adjudication of child support cases shows a judicial myopia with respect to racial context that presumes a level present-day social and economic playing field.92 Even advocates for poor fathers are reluctant to raise race as a relevant factor and instead employ a strategy of challenging race-neutral expectations about job availability and earning capacity.93 The cases are litigated through a process of colorblindness and sanitizing racially discriminatory employment conditions. Race-neutral approaches such as these, which are undoubtedly desirable to some,94 fail to challenge widely held assumptions about the relevance of race to one’s employment prospects. In effect, jobless Black fathers are evaluated in child support proceedings according to a normative White standard.95 Put differently, expectations about job availability reflect the experiences of Whites in the labor market and do not take account of the very different experiences of Blacks.

Avoiding race and racial inequality serves to legitimate court proceedings that emphasize perceived deficiencies in personal behavior and self-
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rehabilitation and obscures the subordination of impoverished Black fathers in a racially stratified job market. Legal actors’ discourses and the responsibilization strategies employed in court frame poor Black fathers as economic failures, impose behavioral compliance with mandated demonstrations of “effort,” and reproduce systems of subordination. The fallacy of the colorblind approach is illustrated in the following first-person narrative account and focused study of an order to show cause hearing in the *Mitchell v. Robinson* case.

**B. Mitchell v. Robinson, Order to Show Cause Hearing, April 29, 2014**

My research collaborator David Pate and I are observing hearings one day in State A, County A. Before the *Mitchell v. Robinson* hearing gets underway, Family Court Commissioner Andrew Hendren informs us (the researchers) that there are five separate cases on the calendar for 2:15 p.m., all of which involve the same father, Robinson. As we wait for the hearing to begin, Commissioner Hendren mentions that the order to show cause petition was filed by only one of the mothers in these five cases. He says that when there are multiple cases involving the same obligor and an order to show cause is filed in one case, then the child support office will bring in all the cases for a joint hearing. Economically disadvantaged men like Robinson tend to have multiple children across multiple partnerships. This phenomenon, referred to by social scientists as “multiple partner fertility,” is especially common among unmarried couples.

---


97. His comments lead to a discussion in which he and state child support attorney Lynette Ballard each offer different perspectives on this practice. Apparently, the state has a push to bring in all cases involving an obligor when an order to show cause is filed, but not when other motions are filed, such as a modification motion. According to Ballard, the state is motivated to bring all the cases in simultaneously because they are trying to get arrears addressed and reduced. Commissioner Hendren makes clear that he is against this practice. He says: “Every wheel gets greased from one squeaky wheel.” Tonya Brito, Researcher Field Notes 3 (Apr. 29, 2014) (on file with author).
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At 2:41 p.m., state child support attorney Lynette Ballard calls in the case of Mitchell v. Robinson. Both parties in the case appear, but the other four mothers do not show up for the consolidated hearings. Marie Mitchell is a Black woman in her late thirties or early forties. She wears her hair in braids that are pulled back in a ponytail. She is dressed in a dark jacket and slacks. Dante Robinson is a Black man in his early forties with a shaved, bald head. “Respectabl[y] poor,” Marie and Dante are neatly dressed and well-groomed. Both are unrepresented.

The hearing lasts for a total of fourteen minutes. It starts in a familiar fashion, with the government lawyer, Ballard, reviewing the history of child support payments that have been made (or not made), followed by Commissioner Hendren questioning Robinson about his work history and current efforts to find a job. Dante has five court orders to pay child support and eleven children altogether. Eight of his children are under eighteen years old and they are the subjects of the five pending child support orders. For each case, he has a monthly amount due for current support, a monthly amount due for arrears, a total amount due to the mother, and a total amount due to the state. The monthly amounts vary, from a low of $5.00 per month to over $100 per month. The financial details spill out so rapidly that I can barely record them in my notes. Dante’s total child support debt, though, is in the tens of thousands.

The subject of this child support hearing is Janae, his thirteen-year-old daughter with Marie Mitchell. The child support order is $152 per month and Marie wants the order enforced. According to Attorney Ballard, Dante made his last child support payment in April 2013, thirteen months prior to the hearing date. Upon receiving Dante’s child support payment, the child support agency spread it out proportionately across all five of his open cases, which are all in arrears. Marie Mitchell received only $4 in child support from that payment.

After reporting on the status of the case and Robinson’s payment history, Attorney Ballard requests that the court refer Dante to the JOBS Program, saying that he needs help finding a job. Commissioner Hendren begins to question Dante:

Q: Who is paying your bills?
A: I live with my mom.
Q: When did you last work?
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A: My last job was a year ago.
Q: What have you been doing to find work?
A: I fill out applications all the time. I have seven felonies and I shot someone. When I put the truth about that on applications then no one will hire me.106

Commissioner Hendren suggests that the JOBS Program can help with finding a job. His tone is encouraging. Dante responds that he has been looking for a job. Commissioner Hendren tells him that it cannot hurt to give it a try. Dante responds in a calm and deliberate manner: “I try. I try. I try.” Again, as if he has not heard Dante’s repeated comments about his efforts to find work, Commissioner Hendren talks about how important it is to keep looking for a job. Dante asserts: “I can bring in video showing how hard I’m trying.”107

The court commissioner’s failure to even acknowledge Dante’s claim that he cannot try any harder to find a job illustrates how the struggles faced by poor Black men are rendered invisible in multiple ways. Not only do most legal professionals fail to take the racial reality of the labor market into account in their approach to child support enforcement cases, but they also ignore accounts of these experiences in the courtroom. Rather, they expect Dante and other obligors like him to follow a particular narrative—one where they admit that they could be doing more in their employment search—and refuse to truly hear statements and experiences that challenge that narrative.

Commissioner Hendren then shifts to Marie Mitchell. There is a visible look of frustration on Mitchell’s face. She reveals that she is on disability and needs the child support payments to raise her daughter Janae. “The four dollars that I get every six months or a year isn’t enough.” Commissioner Hendren tells her that she will get about 60 percent of whatever Dante pays because her child support order is the largest of the group.108

Dante speaks out of turn.109 He interjects and says firmly: “I do for my kids.” He then tells the court that he panhandled $200 to give Janae a gift for her thirteenth birthday. “I go out two or three times a week to look for a job. I don’t want to be poor. I don’t want to panhandle.”110
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In their recent book, *Doing the Best I Can: Fathering in the Inner City*, Kathryn Edin and Timothy Nelson report on their ethnographic study of 110 Black and White low-income, unmarried fathers in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and Camden, New Jersey. According to Edin and Nelson, men like Dante Robinson believe they should provide for their children but reject the idea that they play a traditional breadwinner role. These men have “radically redefined fatherhood to sharply elevate the softer side of fathering: offering love, preserving an open line of communication, and spending quality time.” As for providing economic support for their nonresident children, “doing the best I can . . . with what is left over” is what drives their sense of obligation and financial behavior. All too often, however, they contribute very little financial support to children with whom they do not reside because not much is “left over.” Although the men place great weight on their responsibility to be self-supporting, even that modest goal is often out of reach due to their meager earning capacity.

At the hearing, Marie Mitchell confirms that Dante Robinson gave their daughter Janae the money for a birthday present as he claimed. There is no record of the payment in the financial accounting maintained by the child support agency, however. Because the funds did not go through the formal channels of the child support system—which track payments—the money does not count against Dante’s accrued child support debt. Commissioner Hendren recommends that Dante make payments on a monthly basis, even partial payments, and that he make all future payments through the system.

Given his experience in the child support system, Dante has no doubt received that advice before, yet he still opted to give the money directly as a gift to his daughter. The $200 may not “count” to the child support system, but for Dante, it counts in his identification as a father and gives meaning to his relationship with Janae. For him, to give that money to the child support agency and show up empty-handed on Janae’s birthday is no choice at all. While he is an impoverished man in his forties who lives with his mother, he does not succumb to the dictates of the state bureaucracy regarding the manner in which he should provide for his child. Instead, he exercises agency to realize his own definition of what it means to be a good father to his child.

Many fathers in Dante’s position prefer to support their children through informal cash and in-kind exchanges instead of complying with the
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mandate that they pay support through the formal state process. Some fathers directly give their children items such as a new coat or school supplies on an “as needed” basis. Others make “in-kind” contributions to their children’s household, sometimes in lieu of cash transfers. Still others give money directly to the mothers of their children, particularly when the parents remain on good terms. Fathers enact the fatherhood role in this manner to remain connected to their children. Edin and Nelson found in their study that having no money deters some fathers from staying involved in their children’s lives. They write, “A father who doesn’t even have the wherewithal to treat his child to ice cream or purchase a pair of sneakers will often feel that he has no business coming around.”

As Dante’s hearing draws to a close, Attorney Ballard asks the court to certify the case to a judge, so a contempt finding can be entered at the next hearing if Dante has not fulfilled his work search requirements. Commissioner Hendren denies the request and instead states that he will set the next hearing date before him so that Dante receives the same message the next time he is in court. Turning to Dante, his tone softens and he tells Dante that he is getting credit for trying to find a job and encourages him to continue those efforts. Yet the commissioner still requires Dante to attend the JOBS Program, which implies that he has not tried hard enough. Commissioner Hendren then dismisses the orders to show cause in the other four cases because the mothers did not appear at the hearing.

C. Job Search Efforts, Compliance, and Social Control

The end result of Dante Robinson’s enforcement hearing is that he is directed to work with a nonprofit jobs program. At the next court hearing, he will be questioned about his efforts to find work and, if he does not demonstrate sufficient compliance, he will face potential civil incarceration. Dante’s job prospects are undeniably weak. Nonetheless, his case presses forward. Like Dante’s case, enforcement proceedings for similarly situated, impoverished, and homeless men follow a common unwritten script. The family court commissioner plays his role. How much is the order? When was the last payment? What are the arrears? When was your last job? How are you supporting yourself? Are you looking for work? We’ll refer you to the JOBS Program so that they can help you find a job. Dante deviates from the ritual performance when he insists that he is looking for a job and implies that the JOBS Program could not possibly increase his
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already substantial efforts. Every time Commissioner Hendren urges him to give the program a try or to try harder, Dante meets him with: “I try, I try.” When Dante shares that he panhandled to buy a gift for his daughter, he veers so far from the usual narrative that the commissioner cannot even acknowledge these facts and instead continues to extol the benefits of the JOBS Program.

In court, Dante is heard but not understood. His experience is “one of speaking into a void, of speech without response.” The legal system fails to comprehend or take seriously his story. There is no substantive response to his continued pleas that he is trying everything to find a job. There is no response to his confession that he begged on the street to provide for his daughter. The social reality of Dante’s life, an impoverished Black man who lives with his mother, cannot be acknowledged or addressed in the courtroom.

Like those of Millie Simpson, Mrs. G, and Leaila Spencer, Dante’s story reveals how the poor and marginalized experience multiple positionalities within the law. They each stand before the law, submitting to the legal process that has been engaged to judge them and hold them accountable through mechanisms of social control and punishment. They each stand with the law, using strategy and tactics to maneuver and locate fissures within the legal system. And they each stand against the law, voicing resistance to the unspoken courtroom script and “revers[ing] for a moment the trajectory of power.”

Each of these poor, Black citizens is present in court but, neither seen nor heard by the legal actors present, is rendered invisible in that space. Though Dante repeats over and over that he is looking for a job, neither the child support attorney nor the commissioner acknowledges or responds to his statements. Conversely, Dante is simultaneously hypervisible in the legal space he occupies, reconstituted in court through the use of negative, racial stereotypes. For his part, Dante is presented as both hypersexual and criminal, two pervasive and longstanding negative stereotypes of Black masculinity. Rather than allow the Mitchell v. Robinson case to proceed singularly before the court, the child support agency has placed all five of his open cases on the court’s calendar. Instead of addressing his failure to pay child support on behalf of just one child, Janae, the courtroom drama highlights the fact that he is not supporting any of the eleven children he
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has had with five different women. Additionally, his extensive criminal record—seven felonies and a shooting—is referenced as another element of his personhood and the primary reason he cannot provide economically for his children.

Standing against the law,134 Dante disrupts the specter of both invisibility and hypervisibility. He is quietly resistant in the face of the bureaucratic response of the court. He does not acquiesce to the standard courtroom script (i.e., referral to the JOBS Program) that is offered by the court because it does not fit his social reality. He challenges the normative expectation—that there is a job out there for him if only he would try harder to find it—through his repeated statements that he is trying. He breaks the spell simply by speaking his truth and laying bare his abject poverty and vulnerability. “I don’t want to be poor. I don’t want to panhandle.”135 Dante also contests the hypervisible negative image of him as a hypersexual Black man who has multiple children with multiple women and does not see fit to take care of any of them. He presents a counter-identity and thus reclaims his personhood as a father who loves and cares for his children, despite his poverty. In telling his story of begging on the street to provide Janae with a birthday gift, Dante reveals what fatherhood means for him and what he must do in order to “do” for his kids. Presenting his story serves to individualize and humanize him and illuminates the lived experience of other impoverished child support debtor fathers who appear every day in family court.

The child support system is blind to the race-based injustice that Dante Robinson and other Black men experience in the labor market. Formal colorblindness assumes “[r]acial group members all have equal prospects of achieving the American dream—only individual talent and initiative matter.”136 As appealing as the colorblind ideal may be to some, ignoring race when it matters has insidious effects—it can perpetuate discrimination137 and even result in increased racial bias.138

Such harm is manifest in child support cases where the colorblind mindset constructs indigent Black fathers as objects of social control, men who need to be encouraged, prodded, and even threatened with imprisonment to get them to seek work. Fathers are ordered to engage in work search efforts and the court monitors their compliance with that directive at each subsequent hearing. Rather than immediately resorting to civil incarceration as a remedy, the legal actors maintain that they are willing to give the obligors multiple opportunities to find a job and comply with their child support order. Family court commissioners and judges confirm that these cases “spin in place,” with some cases having multiple hearings scheduled over a period of time. As one commissioner stated: “[I] think we all bend over backwards to give them every opportunity to do
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By envisioning themselves as offering obligors multiple chances to fulfill their legal obligations, legal actors reveal their beliefs that with enough time and opportunity, any father should be able to secure employment.

Legal actors’ perceived leniency belies the underlying tension between a race-neutral expectation that work is available to all fathers who seek it and the racialized hierarchy of the labor market these fathers encounter. Defense attorney Laura Hardaway reports that sometimes she references the high unemployment rate for minorities when making arguments in court that her clients cannot find work, but the argument “goes nowhere.”

Family court commissioners frequently respond that they just saw in the newspaper that a firm or business is advertising jobs and that her client should go down there and get that job. From the perspective of the court, White and Black job applicants have an equal chance at getting those jobs, and the fact that Hardaway’s clients are Black is an arbitrary distinction that should make no difference in society or in the law. Thus, when Black fathers do not get jobs, they are cast as failures who are simply not trying hard enough to gain employment and pay their child support orders, even after being offered multiple chances by the court.

Legal actors’ race-neutral approach masks the racial subordination that exists and can reproduce racial disadvantage through enforcement of unrealistically high orders that go unpaid, accruing burdensome and uncollectible arrearages sometimes in the tens of thousands of dollars. In these cases, child support orders are initially set at a monthly figure based not on a father’s actual income (or his lack thereof), but rather on the imputed income of a full-time, minimum wage job. In so doing, the legal system embodies a “sameness” framework in which all men must “meet a single standard marked by formally ‘neutral’ requirements of behavior.”

This simple and appealing conceptual scheme elides the racial context of family court, where the prospect of incarceration looms over Black fathers as they are called to court—again and again—to account for their continued failure to find work.

CONCLUSION

Studying questions of access to justice for low-income civil litigants reveals the challenges of navigating race and racial inequality in the context of child support enforcement proceedings. The judges, family court commissioners, child support attorneys, and many defense counsel struggle to understand or even see the challenges faced by the low-income Black
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fathers who they encounter in court. They do not acknowledge the explicit and implicit racial discrimination that exists in the labor market and, instead, take a race-neutral approach in their work. In failing to acknowledge how racial inequality shapes the job opportunities of Black men, the child support professionals hold the fathers to unrealistic standards for finding and maintaining consistent full-time employment. Furthermore, as a result of their judicial myopia and inattention to the racialized social and economic realities of people of color, they cast these men as “deadbeats” who would not seek work absent judicial supervision and the prospect of civil incarceration.

As this Article illustrates, a race-neutral approach masks the unequal racial structures that persist throughout U.S. society. Contrary to the beliefs of the legal professionals in our study, these structures play an important role in child support enforcement proceedings. The failure of institutional actors to recognize the very real consequences of racial inequality in the lives of the Black fathers in their courtrooms serves to legitimate and perpetuate these very systems of subordination.